MASTER ALL YOUR
DOCUMENTS SEAMLESSLY
STORE ANY TYPE OF DOCUMENT IN A FULLY
COMPLIANT E-REPOSITORY, WITH 24/7 ACCESS

YOU WILL GAIN

DXARCHIVE PLUS

A common file repository for all your
documents, no matter the type or
source

When you need to reduce your data storage costs and
also improve security, electronic document archiving is a
must.

Flexibility to download/upload
content from/to specific applications
whenever and from wherever you are

DxArchive Plus is our electronic archiving solution
especially created for storing any type of document,
expanding beyond standard transactional documents.
Our e-archive allows you to download and upload
content from/to specific applications, whenever and
from wherever you are, in a content repository that is
common to your entire company.

Easy access to all your documents
documents and real-time visibility
over the state of your company's
files
Perfect compliance and decreased
legal risk
If you are already using our
DxArchive module, you can enjoy the
new enhanced interface in no time

In an environment where data security and processing
are of utmost importance, we digitise and store your
documents in total compliance (traceable, unaltered and
permanent) from capture until their electronic archiving
with probative value.

Improved workflows through better
collaboration and information
sharing inside your organization
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PRODUCT FEATURES
An easy to manage and deploy solution, that
requires no changes in your IT infrastructure.
Fully compliant audit trails. DxArchive Plus
tracks every process and activity in real-time,
offering you legal proof for auditing.
Always-on content. DxArchive Plus can be
accessed from anywhere and supports a wide
range of formats.
High capacity. You can manage very large
volumes of digital archives under optimal
security and durability conditions.
Reversibility. Seamless integration with 3rd party
systems, both for storing documents and for
retrieving them.
Interoperability. Archive documents using an
automated flow, directly from your system of
choice (ERP, CRM or even custom company
tools).
Customization. A powerful rule engine,
adaptable to your specific business needs and
document workflows.
Granular permission management, allowing you
to manage access based on users, roles, or
teams.
Guaranteed compliance with local and
European policies and legislation.
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